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DRY ICE WARNING:

This order was packed with DRY ICE! If dry ice did not fully evaporate in transit: Avoid direct contact with skin.
DO NOT TOUCH! Carefully remove the package contents, then reseal the cooler until dry ice evaporates.

Taste the difference with ultra-pure ice creams from this

STORE: Blue Marble Ice Cream contains lower levels of stabilizers

certified-organic creamery. Recognized by Food & Wine as one

than most. Therefore they recommend enjoying within three weeks

of the US’s best, Blue Marble uses organic dairy and just enough

of opening for maximum quality. Unopened, the ice cream will

sugar to create flavors so authentically spectacular, they’ll change

retain its quality for up to 3 months.

your ideas about great ice cream.

QUESTIONS?

service@foodydirect.com

855-750-FOOD

about our partner - blue marble ice cream
Born and raised in Brooklyn, New York, Blue Marble is NYC’s only certified organic ice cream company. With its grass-fed
dairy, Rainforest Alliance-certified sugar, single origin cocoa, pesticide-free fruits and other super premium ingredients, Blue
Marble’s ice cream has become a favorite among customers and critics alike and been heralded as such by Food & Wine, New
York Times, Martha Stewart, and more.
If you are looking to satisfy both your craving and your conscience with a rich and decadent treat, look no further. Made with
super-premium, certified-organic dairy from pasture-raised cows and the very best ingredients Mother Nature has to offer
(entirely free of GMOs, pesticides and artificial additives), Blue Marble Ice Cream is the perfect dessert.
Friends Alexis and Jennie founded Blue Marble in Brooklyn, New York. Their mission was to offer ice cream that made taste
buds happy and hearts feel good. Since launching in 2007, this mission has driven and defined them as a business and as
people. With their triple-bottom-line focus, they built a sustainable company that actively cares for the world around them,
as demonstrated by their thoughtful sourcing, responsible and environment-minded practices (when your Blue Marble order
arrives, note the thermal packaging made from recycled denim rather than conventional Styrofoam) and extensive charitable
efforts. They are very proud of their small business and appreciate the many farmers, families and friends who have made Blue
Marble’s success possible.
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